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Abstract
Distributed wireless sensor networks are one of the first real world examples of pervasive computing, the notion that
small, smart, and cheap sensing and computing devices will eventually permeate the environment. Nowadays, it has
proved to be useful in various applications. In a large sensor network, no matter the sensors are large or small, the data
are especially complicated and unintelligible. We should make it easy to understand with the help of technologies of
existence. Certainly, data visualization, which is defined as the interactive graphical presentation of data, could present
data in the forms of aesthetic layout rather than traditional tables, pie charts and bar graphs, making the data more
beautiful, elegant and descriptive. Attempting to visualize the data generated by wireless sensor networks, the audience
will not be simply restricted to experts, but also all the people.
This dissertation aims to demonstrate the technology of both wireless sensor network and data visualization with the
basis for the critical problems, challenges and future goals of development and applications. And we propose a
simulative model integrated the two above technologies, emphasis on the processing. The framework is based on
Google Maps; thus it allows robust navigation and communications within several different spatial ontologies. Our
approach factors the problem into the following sub goals: deploying the sensors in urban crossroad, acquiring and
analyzing data, and representing the data with aesthetic forms.
Keywords: Wireless sensor network, Data visualization
Abstract
This chapter introduces the motives of this research; it addresses present situation and its derivative research questions.
Furthermore, it concludes with an overview of the content of the dissertation.
1.1 Motives of This Research
Over the past ten years, true, the Construction of Urban Transportation Facilities developed rapidly, but due to outdated
management style and unreasonable transport infrastructure, engineers (Jaesup Lee, Randall and Michael) indicated that
congestion, safety and air pollution remain as serious challenges in urban transportation systems. Facing up to the
problem of increased urbanization, industrialization and changes in population density, scientists in developed countries
took up research and put forward the concept of ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems) in the 1960s. With the rapid
development of Computer Science and Information Technology, today’s ITS have been evolved into a synergy of new
information technology for simulation, real-time control, and communications networks. The system could
round-the-clock monitoring at the main roads, 24 hours a day, including a series of phenomenon (e.g. overspeed,
retrogradation, running a red light, parking prohibition, floating car data and Latency time). Those images, data and
information are used to transmit back to the Monitoring Center as evidence to punish drivers or reference materials.
Take the case of motor vehicle inspection reporting system, it could analyses vehicle flow statistic at traffic crossing,
including vehicle flow rate on a time basis (year/month/day), vehicle waiting time at a traffic lane, and then generates a
bar chart or table to output so that traffic management can take measures to relief the problem of traffic congestion.
Despite the growing interest in Intelligent Transport System, most of the problems concerning it only exist due to
low-stability, expensive cost, complex operation and low clarity. Scientists (Professor K Soga, Professor R Mair, Dr. CR
Middleton, Dr. F Stajano and Dr. IJ Wassell, 2006) predict that future monitoring system will undoubtedly comprise
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and will be designed around the capabilities of autonomous nodes. Each node in the
network will integrate specific sensing capabilities with communication, data processing and power supply.
1.2 Research Questions
The guiding research question is: How to visualize urban transportation data generated by Wireless Sensor Network
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using modern approaches. This involves the following specific objectives:
◆

To demonstrate how large number of sensors can be integrated into Intelligent Transport System using
Wireless Sensor Network to improve performance

◆

To demonstrate how to visualize those sensing data using absolutely fascinating ways rather than using
conventional ways like tables and bar charts.

1.3 Overview of Contributions
The reminder of the dissertation comprises 5 chapters. The next two chapters overview key concepts and problems for
wireless sensor network and data visualization. The 4th chapter focuses on the proposed model based on the existing
technology.
Chapter 2 overviews fundamental concepts, critical problems, challenges and future trends of wireless sensor networks.
It also illustrates applications widespread used in the field, and discusses its specific characters.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of fundamental concepts, critical problems, challenges and goals of data visualization. It
also introduces applications widespread used in the field.
Chapter 4 reviews the current situations and focus on the process of deployment of sensor node and data visualization.
CHAPTER II: LITERATURE RIVIEW (i) - Wireless Sensor Network
Abstract
A wireless sensor network is wireless networks consisting of spatially distribute autonomous devices using sensors to
cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions at different locations. This chapter introduces fundamental
concepts and problems approached in the wireless sensor networks. The applications of wireless sensor network
technology, which are from different areas briefly to demonstrate the most widespread used in the field, are presented.
Characters of the wireless sensor networks are discussed.
2.1 Wireless Sensor Network: Introduction to Critical Problems, Challenges and Future Trends
With the vigorous development of world science and technology, and the advent of the Information Age, mankind now
lives in an increasingly globalized and interconnected world. Once, as many people will agree, the achievement of the
goal of seamless connection between people, objects and events were unachievable, but now this situation has been
revolutionized. Due to the recent advances in sensor, computing and communication technologies, an interconnecting
world is no longer confined to Internet use. Thus, it is fundamental to improve the understanding of how to integrate
powerful mobile computing and wireless communication, which is complex, heterogeneous and geographically
distributed.
Ubiquitous computing envisages everyday objects as being augmented with computation and communication
capabilities. Date back to the 1970s, the rudiments of sensor network was composed of sensor control units
interconnected through peer to peer transmission. Recent advances in embedded computing system have led to the
emergence of the second generation sensor network which has the comprehensive process capability to achieve multiple
information signals. Back around the end of the last Century, an intelligent sensor network system based on fieldbus
technology was presented. (1) With the popularization of multifunctional sensors and the utilization of wireless connect
technology, the wireless sensor network gradually developed. A wireless sensor network is a wireless network
consisting of spatially distributed autonomous devices using sensors to cooperatively monitor physical or environmental
conditions, such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants, at different locations.(2)(3) As
originally motivated uses by military(4), Wireless Sensor Network have traditionally been approached as independent
research area. So far wireless sensor network has placed emphasis on the deployment of sensors, protocol stack, the
synchronization algorithm and the routing algorithm in order to maximize the lifetime of the network(5), and relatively
little attention has been given to the integration of computing and communication technology.
Wireless sensor network is destined to see widespread adoption in large-scale commercial applications, but are limited
to, certain aspects such as technology, yet to be adequately resolved. Over the past few years, however, a substantial
collection of wireless sensor network has been put into operation. Among those applications, perhaps some perform
conform to the planning, but a majority might encounter some particular barriers to the widespread deployment of
sensor networks, including:
1) Communication Problem. When utilizing wireless sensor network to implement regular communication, signal
disturbed by certain barrier or other electronic signals, might be influenced, therefore it is essential to provide a solution
to communicate safely and effectively.
2) Cost Considerations. Each wireless sensor network is made of plenty of small sensors, and these sensors are
currently too expensive for many applications and most massive rollouts, so in this case cost will restrict development.
It needs to take technical improvements and volume orders, such as those expected from Wal-Mart Stores Inc. and its
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suppliers, to drive down pricing.
3) Energy Supply Problem. There is a need for energy supplies which could last for a long time. At present, some
principal solutions includes the use of high-energy batteries, reduce sensor power, energy scavenging and energy
efficient management besides. (6)
4) Efficient Wireless Sensor Network Structure. Each sensor node in the wireless network need to perform the
functions of sensing, processing and communicating as the following figure 2.1 Architecture of a sensor node(7),
Hence a reasonable deployment of wireless sensor network could utilize the resources to its maximum. Besides,
building a reliable wireless network to ensure network security probably based on a meshed topology, to transport data
from sensors to server.
To achieve significant market adoption, wireless sensor network applications must overcome the present challenges
which are addressed. In the meantime, developments lead traditional distributed sensor network to next generation
wireless sensor network, and it is certainly a reflection of its far-reaching impacts on mankind.
Dipankar Raychaudhuri, director of WINLAB and professor of electrical and computer engineering at Rutgers
University, North Brunswick, considered the five great changes happened in our daily life, which are:
Marching toward the ideal society, consumers could find the products and services through PDA while walking.
Furthermore, they could directly purchase the expected products in the shop without the help of sales assistants.
Intelligent transportation system monitors factors that are at odds with each other in order to reduce traffic congestion
and improve safety. And it could provide us with feedback on system’s collision avoidance analysis. The most
satisfaction is to assist people find their cars in the crowded parking lot.
Airport Transportation Security Administration ensures accessible boarding for passengers and retrieves data using
devices called RFID tags to quickly get the lost luggage back, and even checks to see if there are special entrances or
any explosive residue.
With respect to new smart house technology for elderly and disabled people, Smart House will play a very important
role for in the future.
Office clerk in Smart Office could fast find the document and books in seconds, and they also could maintain the
important log file based on location and dates.
Many developed countries such as America attach great importance to the development of wireless sensor network.
Recently, the Boston University is leading the charge, forming a sensor network consortium to bring top academic,
industry and venture-capital members together, expecting to promote sensor network industry growth. BusinessWeek
Magazine predicted wireless sensor networks as one of the fourth new technology in the future, and MIT’s Technology
Review ranked it among 10 emerging technologies that most likely to change the way we live. (8)
In the following years, significant information and communication technology research and development will no doubt
be needed to realize the potential of sensor networks. In addition, we could also express a bold forecast that the future
view of wireless sensor network will become ubiquitous. Building on past success, early wireless sensor network have
been used for various application areas, such as environmental and agriculture monitoring (9) (10), industry control (11),
military operations (12) and medical care (13). Let us examine some of the emerging research trends in the sensor
networks regime that are informed by experience with these deployments.
Multiple Applications. An important trend is the increased development of multiple applications in wireless sensor
network. With the advances in Wireless Sensor Network, identical sensor network is headed for supporting multiple
applications rather than single application. Since wireless sensor network is composed of large numbers of
heterogeneous nodes, plenty of sensor data with different sensing attributes are emerged. For example, deploying a
large-scale sensor network in a complex building, the wireless sensor network could provide quality services such as
temperature and humidity sensors provide not only monitor temperature and humidity in different parts of the building
at different times, but surpass conventional standards by also providing the foundation of air conditioning; movement
detection sensor detect the distribution of all the workers inside the building in order to provide foundation of a
distributed building air conditioning control; video sensor could ensure the security of the whole building. These
sensors can be self-deployed in a purely decentralized and distributed monitoring area, or integrated different sensing
functions into a single sensor. Rely on the different functions of sensor nodes, the variety of sensor data might not be the
same, and even the speed of sensor data distribution due to the satisfactory of requirements of different service quality.
Heterogeneity. In heterogeneous sensor networks, typically, large numbers of inexpensive sensor nodes perform
sensing, whereas a minority of expensive sensor nodes provides data filtering, fusion and transport. (14)The advantage
of heterogeneity architecture is potential to increase network lifetime and reliability without significantly increasing the
cost. It consists of three distinct types, computational heterogeneity, link heterogeneity and energy heterogeneity.
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In a heterogeneous architecture, some nodes such as backhaul links have long-distance highly reliable links, some have
unlimited energy resources or more capabilities the more demanding tasks, and the others have added computational
power. For instance, resource-rich nodes can be better suited for localization, digital signal processing and long-term
storage, nodes with more energy reserves for hierarchical coordination, whereas short-ranging sensing can be
undertaken by the smaller nodes.
Another advantage of heterogeneity is some of the nodes could perform more complex tasks during the operation of the
network. For example, vision provides an important, orthogonal sensing modality to traditional sensing applications but
requires greater systems complexity. Cypress, which is the commercial sampling of a high-sensitivity, high-speed
SXGA (Super Extended Graphics Array) resolution CMOS image sensor with color, offers a triggered and pipelined
synchronous shutter with a high frame rate and windowing capability for undistorted images and fast readout. (15)
2.2 Wireless Sensor Network Applications
It is envisioned that large-scale, distributed sensor networks will eventually cover and instrument the entire world. They
will continuously monitor and collect information on diverse phenomena, including endangered species, soil and air
contaminants, patients, and man-made environment. The applications of wireless sensor network technology have been
classified into four main categories: environmental monitoring, health care, security, and additional applications. (16)
We will illustrate some application cases from different domains briefly to demonstrate the most widespread used of
this field:
1) Environmental and habitat monitoring. Nowadays mankind attempts to highlight the environmental issues and
concerns that have significant affect on all of us, therefore the required data collection becomes more and more
important, as well as the amounts of the data. However, the emergence of wireless sensor networks provide convenience
for those random research data, and also avoid, minimize or reduce unnecessary environmental damage by traditional
methods of data collection. For example, in order to monitor the shy seabird’s nest activity, researchers from University
of California, Berkeley, and the Intel Research Berkeley laboratory installed a network of more than 20 miniaturized
sensors, or motes which could beam back raw data about the conditions in the burrows and the island’s microclimate to
the Internet, on nearby Great Duck Island, and now they are able to monitor a popular breeding site in real time through
the Internet while just sitting comfortably in front of their computers.(17)
Wireless sensor network could not only monitor the migration of migratory birds and insects, research on the effects of
environmental changes on crop, but also monitor the basic components of ocean, air and soil, etc. For instance,
MoistureMap, which is a system for sustainable land and water management, has been developed for Australia. To
provide soil moisture information in different time periods, the system combine weather, climate and land surface
model predictions with soil moisture data from satellite sensors.(18)Besides, wireless sensor network could apply to
precision agriculture, monitoring pests within a crop cycle, soil acidity and fertilizer concentration.
2) Medical diagnostics and health care. Wireless sensor network technology has been explored to a range of medical
applications. Researchers could make good use of wireless sensor network to implement remote medical monitoring.
For example, deploying seventeen distributed sensor nodes in every room within a building; each sensor node contains
five sensors: temperature, humidity, light, infrared and sound sensors, some of them even has ultrasonic sensors. Based
on the data collected by these sensors, monitor interface in real-time will display the performance through people.
Through the integration of information that obtained from multiple sensors, we could accurately identify the act of
people, who is monitored, such as cooking, sleeping, watching television, taking a shower, etc, so that we could exactly
determine the elderly’ s physical health conditions. The smart medical home is an experimental deployment of wireless
sensor network example in medical care (19) as shown in Figure 2.2 The Smart Medical Home Research Laboratory.
The researchers from University of Rochester built this intelligent medical room, using dust to measure patients’
important symptoms, such as blood pressure, pulse rate and breathe, sleeping pose and 24 hours performance. The
utilization of wireless communications not only efficiently transfers necessary information from each sensor networks,
but also reduces the heavy burdens placed on carers. No wonder Eric Dishman, the director of Intel’s proactive health
research, said the wireless sensor networks are an extremely promising area for home health technology development.
(20)
3) Military surveillance and industry security. Due to its intensive nature, distributed wireless sensor networks are
suitable to apply to hazardous battlefield with the purpose of conducting reconnaissance, monitoring military strength,
equipment and material. An example of network-centric warfare includes the cooperative engagement capability, a
system that consists of multiple radars collecting data on air targets. (21) The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) sponsored large amounts of money to assist the research of smart dust. The concept of the “Smart
Dust” involved the use of loads of tiny wireless microelectromechanical sensors that could be spread over a large
battlefield area, monitoring enemy movements and detecting everything from light to vibrations in a covert manner.
(22)
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Besides, wireless sensor networks enables security in some dangerous industry environments such as mine and nuclear
power station. These wireless sensor networks could identify important information, like workers working in the field,
what are they doing, and their safety guarantee. Deploying relevant wireless sensor nodes in each vent within the
factory could monitor waste water discharged into water body and waste gas released into the atmosphere, collect,
analysis and report of hydrometric sample data. Flammable, explosive and poisonous materials have provided a wide
range of potential risks for workers working in mine and petrochemical industry, the high cost of monitoring is
prohibitive. The widespread uses of wireless sensor networks benefit a few practitioners and also increase reactive
speed and accuracy in dangerous situation.
2.3 Wireless Sensor Network Characteristics
As we mentioned before, wireless sensor networks could represent the common features as ad-hoc networks such us
mobility and energy power limitation, and moreover, it is further characterized by the following features:
1) Large-scale network. Spatial and temporal scale concerns the sampling interval, the extent of overall system
coverage, and the relative number of sensor nodes to input stimuli, and it is an important determinant of system design.
(23) To be able to acquire accurate information, the combination of fine granularity sensing and large coverage area
implies thousands of sensors, or even more, deploying in monitoring area. The spatial data attained from view-angles of
different granularities contains larger signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which is significant in the acquisition of high-quality
digital images and applications requiring accurate light measurements. (24) In addition, using distribution management
system methods to execute complex and large numbers of data could increase monitoring accuracy and decrease
accuracy requirement of each nodes. The existence of the redundant node can improve the lifetime of the whole
wireless sensor network and provides the system with strong capacity of fault tolerance. A high density of sensor nodes
enables increase monitoring coverage and provides chances to eliminate caves or fade zone.
2) Self-organizing network. Under ordinary circumstances, sensor nodes will be placed in certain remote area without
existing infrastructure. The geographic location of each node may not be possible to determine in advance, even the
relationship between two physical neighbor nodes. For example, large numbers of sensor nodes are usually scattered in
the spacious virgin forest or some places unreachable or dangerous for mankind. The communicating sensor nodes are
abstracted into an easily controllable network infrastructure. That is, when triggered, nodes have the ability to deploy to
locally self-configure among them to automatically interconnect to form a network. (25)
The lifetime of wireless sensor networks is an important issue. It is because some sensor nodes might run out of energy
as a result of energy consumption or environmental factors. The wireless sensor networks are considered as a complex
system, the fact that single node might fail will be ignored as long as the overall is fulfilled finally.(26) Yet new sensor
nodes will be supplemented to network in order to make up invalid nodes and increase monitoring accuracy. Thus,
dynamically increase or decrease the number of sensor nodes in wireless sensor network will also lead to the dynamic
change of topology structure, which could prolong the networks’ lifetime and greatly improve their performance.
3) Multi-hop routing. Since the communication distance between nodes is limited, usually in a maximum range of a
few hundred meters, node could just communicate with its nearest neighbor. If majority of these nodes is expected to
communicate with nodes outside of the radio frequency coverage, the intermediate node will represent its routing
capacity, as the figure 2.3 The case of multi-hop routing below.
Node A can communicate with node B, and node B can communicate with node C. However, node A can not
communicate with node C because of the range of radio frequency.(27) Suppose the implement of multi-hop routing in
network is reliable on gateway and router, then typical multi-hop wireless sensor network architecture is formed by
ordinary network nodes without any routing equipments. Thus, with routing protocols, each node plays a role as both
the source node and destination node.
4) Dynamic network. Due to the presentation of the network capacity results under the node mobility, Wireless sensor
network is a dynamic network. Some sensor nodes might quit the network as a result of energy consumption or other
factors; whereas new sensor nodes will be supplemented to network, which depend upon the network requirements.
Therefore, the topology architecture in wireless sensor network might be changed according to the following factors:
- Environmental factor or energy consumption, which leads to sensor nodes failure or invalidation;
- The elements in network, such as wireless sensors, awareness objects and observer, might be mobility;
- New sensor nodes joining the network;
- Reliable networks.
5) Data-centric network. Tasks and communications form a task network which performs monitoring tasks in wireless
sensor network. Variability in system task determines the extent to which we can optimize the system for a single mode
of operation. By no means can sensor nodes be separated from sensor network. Conventional sensor networks name
every node with an identifier, the unification of node names depend on telecommunication network protocol design.
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Because of the differential random deployment of sensor nodes, the relationship between sensors and identifiers is
completely dynamic; there is no positive connection between node identifier and their current geographical location.
Once in-network data processing is in place, we have to develop programming abstractions that allow users to program
the entire sensor work rather than individual sensor nodes. (28) The idea of querying or transmitting clues based on data
itself is much closer to natural language communication habits. That is why we always say that wireless sensor network
is a network which is data-centric. For example, target tracking is an important application in wireless sensor network.
The targets might appear anywhere in the network. However, users are concerned about nothing but location and time in
which a target, often a spot, could appear. They don’t particularly care which nodes that track the target.
6) Application-specific network. Mankind apperceives the objective world depending on multiple sensors, and even
acquiring tremendous quantity of information in a physical world. For different applications we consider sensors is
related to different quantity of information, when developing sensor systems, it should provide variety of requirements
to meet the actual demands.
As we know, the differences in application context may lead to different sensor network requirements, and it differs
greatly in hardware platform, software system and network protocols. According to it, sensor network is not like
Internet that have uniform communication protocol platform. Due to the lack of the uniform protocol standard of sensor
network, there is no universal architecture suitable for all types of different sensor networks.(28) Though there is still a
lot of common problems existed in different sensor network applications, especially developing more effective
target-specific sensor systems. But clearly directed against each exact application in sensor network design when
researching sensor network technology remains a distinct feature that be different from conventional networks.
Wireless sensor networks are particularly well adapted for use in hazardous environment or some places unreachable for
mankind. An outdoor, open wireless sensor network might be intentionally destroyed by irrelevant personnel or animals.
Due to the environmental limitation of present monitoring area and significant amount of sensor nodes, manual
configuration is not feasible. Furthermore, communication confidentiality and security in wireless sensor network are
extremely necessary. Consequently, soft hardware in wireless sensor network has to possess the capacity of robustness
and fault tolerance.
CHAPTER III: LITERATURE RIVIEW (ii) Data Visualization
Abstract
Data visualization is the study of the visual representation of data, defined as information which has been abstracted in
some schematic form. This chapter introduces fundamental concepts and problems approached in the data visualization.
The applications of data visualization technology, which are from different areas briefly to demonstrate the most
succeeded in specific field, are presented.
3.1 Data Visualization: Introduction to Critical Problems, Goals and Challenges
In his early days, Hans Rosling, who is a professor of International Health at Karolinska Institute and Director of the
Gapminder Foundation(29), made a searching enquiry to discover the imprint of starvation in Africa, then he came back
to teach in Swedish university. Once in his global healthy lecture to top Swedish undergraduate students, he was sort of
to expect them to know everything about the world. And then he gave them a pretest that which country, as he
illustrated, has the highest child mortality in five pairs of different countries. However, the correct answer fill rate is far
less than 50%. The result made Rosling fell that they did not correctly answer not because of their ignorance but deeply
and firmly rooted erroneous preconceived ideas. Rosling asked his students how they view the world today, and their
answer is it was still we and them, “we” means the western world which the people have long life and small family, and
“them” refer s to the third world, they even thought the people from the third world, however, do not fill the traditional
living standards and have a very short life span of the people. Having gone through that experience, Rosling has infinite
faith in that the truth is not the same as what the students convinced. Since this, he realized there is really a need to
communicate because the data and what happening in the world the child in every country could very well aware. Thus
Rosling decided to using data to describe problems, as he considered, information could be interpreted from data, and
data visualization is the most important step in data analysis.
When you go out for a walk, your vision system would immediately recognize various objects such as vehicle,
buildings, human beings, trees and pets, etc. All these above have a coherent and meaningful organization scheme. Your
brain attempts to overcome the problems associated with boundary, movement and distance, organize them in the form
of multidimensional entirety to the effect that we could memorize their characters. The continuous process looks
unnecessary but subconscious. Data visualization is powerful not just because human awareness is controlled by visual
cortex but the rapid information transfer process. Besides displaying large amounts of information, data visualization
could accelerate recognization of hidden wealth of data.
In the past few years, people used many different words to describe graphic representations of data, but the overall aim
is always to visualize the information in the data and so the term “data visualization” has been emerged as a new
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specialism within the field of computer graphics. (30)(31) Now data visualization is the study of transforming data into
some kind of visual representation. By means of graphical approach, data visualization could clearly and effectively
communicate information. Yet it does not mean to achieve functions we have to visualize the data in a very dry and
boring manner or make the graphs gorgeous but looks extremely complicated. Aesthetic form and functional needs have
to go hand in hand for the sake of conception communication. Intuitively conveying important aspects and characters
could lead to further observation of discrete and complex datasets.
Data visualization technology consists of the following basic concepts:
-

Spatial data, a multidimensional information space which is made up of n-dimensional attributes and m
elements;

-

Data development, which covers the algorithm and tools for quantitative computation and deduction;

-

Data analysis, slice or dice profile data, thereby could observe data from multi-angle.

With the popularization of network technology and electronic commerce, the decision making will depend on the
implicit discipline found from large amounts of finance, communication and business data. In order to accommodate the
recent development to hardware platform, operating system and network communication, visual software products get
up to speed with those high-throughput technologies developments quickly, of which with AVS/Express developer
edition, IDL(including VIP, ION) and PV-WAVE as their representatives. Take an example of AVS/Express developer
edition; it provides multi-platform, component-based software development environment with interactive visualization
and graphics features. (32)
How to analyze and explore large amounts of complicated and multidimensional data? The answer is to provide a visual
environment like human eyes which is known to be more intuitive, interactive and quick-witted. Therefore the principal
features of data visualization technologies are as follows:
1) Interactivity. Users could be more convenient to manage and develop data in a manner that is both interactive and
enjoyable.
2) Multi-dimensions. It could allow users to view multi-attributes or variables that represent data on objects or events.
According to the value of each dimension, the data could be classified, sequenced, integrated and displayed.
3) Visualization. A visualization technique for different kinds of data represent it as images, curves, two-dimensional
graphics images, three-dimensional objects and animations, as well as for visual data analysis in examining data
patterns and correlation. People’s visual performance played a significant role in scientific discoveries, and this view
has borne out by the history of evolution. Generally focused on aspects of visualization, the emergence of a new key
technology is the preface to a great scientific discovery. The wonderful scientific effects of telescope and microscope in
Astronomy and development of biology is the best proof of this. Our field of vision has been enlarged and extended far
beyond our present ability via those tools. To the present day, there were many elements of truth in it. People’s visual
performance has the capacity to analyze the behavior of large amounts of abstract data. New data development tools
could greatly extend our vision. A people’s creativity not only depends on their logical thinking but also lies on their
thinking in terms of images. Only visual representation of a mass of data into concrete terms can arouse people’s
thinking in terms of images. On the face of it, all of the data are jumbled up. But once you could find out the principle
behind it, it will provide a basis for scientific discovery, engineering development, medical diagnosis and business
decision. In addition, the generation of predictive models and the capacity to integrate multiple information resources
are important to the development of system, and such data, knowledge and models are dependency relationship. Thus it
is elementary to improve the understanding of their concepts. Data refer to a collection of facts, and information is
useful data sorted from multiple resources, but it is not identical with knowledge, because not like knowledge,
information can not reflect the internal relation between data. With regard to knowledge, there is no single agreed
definition of it recently, nor any prospect of one(33), and someone presented a proposal that intended to separate it into
two sections. One is the so-called tacit knowledge which can not be described as language and text, the other which is
called explicit knowledge is completely opposite to it. Currently, information is one kind of explicit knowledge; it can
be articulated, codified and readily transmitted to others. Looking ahead, based on the significant breakthrough in brain
science, human beings will successfully develop a bio-computer that resembles human brains. It will consequently
usher in a golden age in artificial intelligence. But even in that time, information can not fully express all the explicit
knowledge. Only when focused on graphs and images to display numerical data and information, there is a possibility to
set the stage for knowledge acquisition. In brief, data visualization could greatly accelerate data processing speed so as
to make effective use of tremendous amounts of data that generated in every second. What’s more, data visualization
could implement image communication between people; thereby people could observe implicit phenomena from data
and pave a way for discovering and understanding scientific laws. Besides, data visualization could implement guidance
and control for computing and programming process.
Computer has been widely used in scientific computing and data processing for nearly 50 years. (34) But it have been a
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long time that data can be run to completion in a batch processing mode which is in contrast to interactive manipulation.
Batch processing could not lead the intervention in computing process, and it has to passively wait for sets of output
data files. And hand operation is the only way in which large numbers of output data manipulated. In this way, a user
does neither get a visual global concept of relational data in time, nor be likely to lose vast quantities of information. In
recent years, the data from communication equipment, such as super computer, communications satellite, advanced
medical imaging equipment and geological prospecting, are growing with each passing day. Thus effectively visualize
data constitutes increasingly the most urgent problem. On the other hand, with rapidly advancing increases in
computing speed, and the constant expansion of memory capacity, network functions exist to continuously enhance and
implementing many important pattern generation and image processing algorithm via hardware, there can be a
possibility to visually display large amounts of data and information, as well as carry out interactive manipulation.
Let us take an example to illustrate the great significance of the development of visualization technology. Human beings
have a long enough aspiration of recognizing human body structure. But it is only 1970s, with the emergence of
computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and visualization technologies; the aspiration has
become a reality. Under the direction of the US National Library of Medicine’s (NLM) Board of Regents in 1989, the
long term biological information repository project - Visual Human Project (VHP) came into effect. (35) The University
of Colorado Health Sciences Center created a dataset of complete human male and female cadavers in anatomical
modes. The researchers scanned a human male and a human female cadaver from the sole of the foot to the crown of the
head in CT and MRI. The acquisitions of the anatomical cross-section images are at 1mm intervals and totally there are
1878 cross-sections. The anatomical cross-section images which are obtained from the female cadaver are at 0.33mm
intervals but obtaining 5189 cross-section images that comprise the female dataset. After filling blue latex and wrapping
in gelatin to the cadaver, the cadaver should be frozen as soon as possible. Similarly, to acquire the anatomical cross
sectional images in the same interval as before, which contain a higher resolution of 2048×1216, the data produced are
56GB in all. (36) The emergence of Visible Human Project datasets announce the signing that digital three-dimensional
reconstructed image and virtual reality technology are widely used for medical purposes.
In recent years, the question of information visualization has been raised. Generally speaking, visualization in scientific
computation refers to spatial data visualization, but information visualization concern large-scale collections of
non-numerical information which is non-spatial data. With the advanced society informatization and the popularization
of web application, there existed a gigantic source of information. There is an urgent need to deal with the data storage,
transmit, retrieval and classification, and realizing the close correlation and development tendency are an exception
which is necessary to take into account most. As a matter of fact, a great many of important information are hidden
behind the exploding data. People expect to analyze that information in a higher level as to make good use of the
available data. The existing database system could efficiently implement certain functions such as inserting new data
into existing data structure, querying existing data by end-users, but the only drawback is that it can not discover the
existed data connection and regulation, as well it can not forecast the prospective trend in the development of in
accordance with existing data. On the other hand, artificial intelligence has made significant progress since its birth in
1956. (37) Machine learning is a main focus these days. It is a technology that simulate of human-like aspects of
learning via computers.(38) As our understanding of some mature algorithms continue to mature, neural networks and
genetic algorithm have proven to be powerful and general technique for machine learning.(39) To store and retrieve data
via database management system, and analyzing and mining the knowledge behind large amounts of data in the forms
of machine learning, their combination result in the generation of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD). Actually,
knowledge discovery in databases including interdisciplinary topics in a variety of application fields such us machine
learning, pattern recognition, statistics, intelligent database, knowledge acquisition, data visualization,
high-performance computing and expert system.(40) And knowledge discovery in databases could widely use in area of
information management, process control, query optimization, scientific research, decision support and data
self-maintenance.
Data mining is the core technology of Knowledge discovery in databases, in which knowledge discovery actually takes
place. It is an iterative process that aims at extracting previously unknown and hidden patterns from large numbers of
incomplete, noisy, blear, random data. (41) People considered the original raw data as a source of knowledge, just like
mining of minerals. The original raw data either could be fit structural equations models like data in relational database,
or it could be semi-structured data such as text, graph, image data and even different configuration data distributed in
network. The standard analytic methods for data mining could be either mathematical or non-mathematical, and it might
as well be deductive or inductive. Data mining allow us to discover various kinds of data including extential forms of
knowledge that reflect associative property of a group of things which are all of the same general type,
characteristic-based knowledge that reflect every respect to the character of objects, knowledge that reflect different
attributes between different objects, benefit-related knowledge that reflect dependent or associated relationship between
one object and another, predictive knowledge that infer data in the future in accordance with present history and current
data, and knowledge that reveal abnormal phenomena that object deviated. In order to discover the above different
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kinds of knowledge, we have to adopt multiple knowledge discovery tools. Furthermore, we must develop visualization
methods for knowledge discovery for the sake of better understanding the process and result of knowledge discovery, as
well as human-computer interaction in the knowledge discovery process. And falling back on visualization technology
while attempts to understand the correlation and development tendency between data. Information visualization not
only display multi-dimensional non-spatial data via images, leading users to get a deeper understanding of the meaning
of data, it also point the way to data retrieving using visual graphs and accelerate retrieval rate. In visualization in
scientific computing, displayed objects refer to different kinds of spatial data like scalar, vector and tensor, and the
research focus on how to veritably and quickly display three-dimensional datasets. In recent information visualization,
the displayed objects are mainly multi-dimensional scalar quantities; therefore, the key to the study is design and choose
specific display modes so that it is convenient for users to understand enormous multi-dimensional data and their
mutual relationship, and more emphasis on the problem of psychology and human-computer interaction.
Information visualization has a bright future for application in the field of commerce, finance and communication. On
the one hand, the field of communication focuses on developing much more sophisticated and advanced network model
for the sake of assistance of prospective planning process. But on the other hand, more complex transmission and
exchange equipment provide greater degree of freedom and flexibility for current network reconfiguration, therefore,
original raw data that operated in a single network element continuously increase. The optimization of entire network
operation require necessarily employ the entire information source effectively, furthermore, it also need dynamic data
exchange to exchange information and ideas between different conventional fields such as market, network plan and
day-to-day management. Of course, the effective area of coverage of the physical network contains a wide range of
fields such as sound, data and imaging services, and each of them has their own data management requirements.
Besides, modern computer networks are specifically exempted from national boundaries, and it is an international
organization covered many countries and carriers. Thus both its potential data size and complexity level increase
progressively at a greater order of magnitude. Take the case of BT, one of the world’s leading providers of
communications solutions and services, its network bring information visualization technology into exercise. The
network has more than six thousand switching devices and nearly twenty-five million client threads. As a result, it
produces network state and control data megabyte per minute. In BT’s network, running condition associated with local
route which is connected to a digital switch, at an average of sixty thousand per five minutes, should report to central
operations unit. And then central operations unit monitor and control these data in real time. By means of measurement
of large amounts of operational parameter, the network produces more than two thousands megabyte data every day.
The graphical output vividly describes the geographical distribution of chosen operational parameter and the animation
you might be interested in within a specific time interval. Color bar pattern could be used to represent the maximum,
minimum and average value of each local concentration parameter. Visualization is reflected a wide variety of interests
in non-spatial data such us the applications in financial target or turnover statistics. A great many of visualization tools
and technologies which are initially used in engineering and scientific applications could transfer rapidly to the fields of
finance and statistics. The key to success of visualization applications is having the capacity of providing users with
interactive research data and revealing the trend, circulation and pattern that difficult to repeal through other methods. A
typical example of non-spatial data coverage application is network statistics, which each pattern is made up of plenty
of attributes, such as the character, switch, and major distinct or physiographic division of single network element. (42)
In addition, using the Cityscape as a visualization tool is a potential useful technology in this respect as well. It is
basically a generalization of three-dimensional bar charts. (43) The position in a scalar field represents blocks or
buildings within a uniform grid. Visualization could describe statistical information which divided one year into twelve
months and then using twelve geographical zones to represent them. BT Group has been employed cityscape
application to offer investigation in statistics service and ride quality of transportation system by the month and area.
These applications could apply to financial information very easily, such as income stock character for each region and
specified period, or VisualMine based on geography and income to display total quantity in currency circulation, gross
income and operating cash flows. (44) Take the case of bank of Italy. They employ the application which is developed
by Artificial Intelligence Software Ltd, Italy to monitor unlawful activity through banking systems. Due to the real-time
resolution of increasingly obvious “data overload”, information visualization will make a profound impact in the fields
of commerce, finance and communications. It can be seen from this that the increasingly data and information are
useful, but the crux lies in abstract helpful knowledge as soon as possible.
3.2 Data Visualization Applications
At present, data visualization applications have been widely used in various fields such as physical science, engineering
technology, finance, communication and business etc. Take a closer look on some data visualization application
examples that succeeded in specific fields.
1) Medical science. Medical data visualization is currently one of the most active and vital research areas in the field of
data visualization. Due to the development of modern noninvasive diagnostic technology (CT, MRI etc.) and the
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progress in positron emission tomography (PET) technology, doctors could more easily obtain a set of two-dimensional
cross-sections imaging of functional processes in the patients’ body. Computer tomography (CT) technology breaks
conventional sensitive film imaging mode, restructuring images of human organs and tissues via computer leads
medical images moving towards from two-dimension to three-dimension era, and it enables the clinician to view and
assess the human body from a functional biochemical perspective. PET combines nuclear technology and computer
technology. Computer analysis reconstructs the images of tracer, called a positron-emitting radionuclide as well which
is introduced into the body on a biologically active molecule, concentration in three-dimensional space within the body
(45), it makes us possible to gain images of human metabolome and functions. On this basis, image fusion the images of
diversified modes as mentioned above could accurately determine the pathogen’s spatial location, size, geometry and
spatial relationship between ambient biological tissue and it, thus efficiently diagnosing disease for patients in due
course. A great deal of organizations have researched to translate and reconstruct the obtained two-dimensional
cross-sectional images into three-dimensional images associated with human organs and tissues, including Advanced
Diagnosis, Automation, and Control (ADAC) Laboratory at North State University (NCSU) (46), Medical Imaging Lab
at Johns Hopkins University (47), Medicim, spin-off company of the Catholic University of Leuven (48), Technical
University of Bialystok (49) etc. Now the software they developed have been widely used in a great many of hospitals.
In addition, researchers in University of Washington utilize visualization software system and echocardiogram
diagnostic technique to obtain three-dimensional images of human heart and provide proof for general inspection and
diagnosis by means of monitor shape, size and movement of human heart. (50) Electron beam computed tomography
(EBCT) substituted electron beam scanning for conventional X-ray tube and detector used in conjunction with
mechanical scanning. As a result, scanning speed increased a hundred times, and clinician could indicate the presence of
coronary atherosclerosis via clear images, it is a world-wide revolution in computed tomography technology.
Cardiovascular Institute and Fuwai Hospital, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (CAMS) & Peking Union Medical
College cardiovascular disease have been used EBCT three-dimensional image reconstruction technology in clinical
diagnosis of aortic valve disease and display of blood vessel after Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABD).(51) Because
of the high temporal resolution of EBCT angiography, it eliminates respiratory and motion artifact, and clarifies
diagnosis of various aortic valve disease as well as reveals blood vessel anatomic structure of coronary artery bypass
graft. Bringing to a conclusion with it, three-dimensional image reconstruction is propitious to integrally and visually
display pathological changes and help clarify a diagnosis and provide operation guide. Therefore, EBCT is expected to
replace conventional angiography in aortic valve disease diagnosis and postoperative blood vessel display of coronary
artery bypass graft.
CHAPTER IIII: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Abstract
The process of visualize data are routinely to acquire and analyze vast amounts of data. This chapter focuses on
introducing the process of visualization urban transportation data generated by wireless sensor network.
4.1 Research Design
The research plan will combine two disciplines, which are wireless sensor network and data visualization. Urban
transportation monitoring system comprised Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and assigned around the capabilities of
autonomous nodes. Each node in the network could integrate specific sensing capabilities with communication, data
processing and power supply. The system could round-the-clock monitoring at the main roads, 24 hours a day, including
a series of phenomenon (e.g. overspeed, retrogradation, running a red light, parking prohibition, floating car data and
Latency time). Those images, data and information are used to transmit back to the Monitoring Center. Obtained the
complex data from monitoring center, using it to provide a meaningful solution to represent it to a visual form is another
key part of the research plan, it requires insights from diverse fields: data acquisition, data analysis, data governance,
data management, data mining, graphic design and information visualization.
Nowadays, the overwhelming majority of traffic map tools provide real-time traffic information, helping drivers make
better decisions on choosing a correct traffic route on the basis of current traffic state. However, it is an unusual sight to
view the full scenarios of vehicle flow statistic at traffic crossing, like vehicle flow rate on a time basis
(year/month/day). It is the most regretful thing because it concerned with each citizen more than drivers.
A small quantity of existing map contained statistical information did not make data really and truly readable. For
example, the website of Kansas Department of Transportation, America provides traffic and travel information as well
as the road conditions map, they are all full and accurate data with beautiful design, and worth to consult, but the
weakness or flaw existing in it is hard to understand. (52) Thus there is really a need to using a meaningful solution to
represent data rather than generating a bar chart or table to output the information.
4.2 Research Methodology
As mentioned above, we must reconcile these fields as parts of a single process. The importance of computer science
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could be understood by Graphic designers for visualization, by the means of being aware of the principles for the visual
design behind data representation, statisticians could communicate their data more effectively.(53) In this chapter, we
use separated processes that bridges the individual disciplines, and form a path to the final question.
4.2.1 Data acquisition
Obtained the data from monitoring center, in which the data acquisition system reflect the data from sensors located in
main roads. In this part we will describe the deploy of wireless sensor network and demonstrate how large number of
sensors can be integrated into Intelligent Transport System using Wireless Sensor Network to improve performance.
As a core technology for traffic surveillance and control, a Real-time Vehicle License Plate Recognition (VLPR) applies
broad technical knowledge in multiple sub-systems. Intelligent multimedia network license plate recognition system
could be widely used in vehicle safety audits, pay tolls to drive on a turnpike, parking management, etc.
Considered we deploy large numbers of sensors in urban main roads, we make a number of assumptions regarding the
capabilities of them.
The sensors detect and snapshot by means of real-time trigger, as well as automatic sensing, accurately recognize and
check the plate number no matter the vehicle is under steam or power-off. Verifying the snapshot image by using
database document for comparison, sensors could report to the monitoring system when and where they found the
intercept vehicle. The system adopt advanced fuzzy image process technique, identifying plate numbers that human
eyes are hard to distinguish by means of dealing with images with low spatial resolution(too small characters on the
plate), blur, low contrast, bad light conditions(shadow and strong light) and high distortion.
To enable the real-time vehicle license plate recognition process, we divided it into four separate sections, including
plate localization, plate pretreatment, character segmentation and character recognition. In order to improve the
recognition performance, an algorithm on character recognition was proposed which use a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) to train character samples and obtain the rules. (54) The main approach, which is called ‘one against one’,
applies SVMs for multi-class classification. A series of classifiers are applicable to each class, furthermore, the system
keep nothing but the label of the most prevalent computed class for each case. The utilization of such an approach
requires k (k-1)/2 classifiers, once all k (k-1)/2 classifiers are undertaken, the max-win strategy is followed.
The approach algorithm can be described as below.
Given n training data
Ω = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2),…,(xm, yn)|xi ∈Rn, (i = 1,2,…,n)}, and yi∈ {i = 1,2,…,k},
where k is the number of classes. The classification function is as:
min
s.t.

1

/2 || wij||2 + C∑ §ij

(wi) T ∅ (xi) + bi >= 1 - §ij , if yj = i,
(wi) T ∅ (xi) + bi <= 1 - §ij , if yj = i,
§ij > = 0, j = 1,…,n

where K(x, xi) = ∅ (x)T ∅ (xi)
In APRN, k contains 10 for digits and 26 for letters. The above formula shows the following 36 decision functions for
all 36digis and letters:
(w1) T ∅ (x) + b1,
…

(w36) T ∅ (x) + b36.
An x is classified to be the digit or letter a if its decision function gives the maximum value in the SVM for a, i.e.,
Class of x ≡ arg max i=1,…,36 ((wi) T ∅ (x) + bi.
Assumed that the sensors combine the capacity of vehicle flow statistic at as well, like vehicle flow rate on a time basis
(year/month/day). The principle of this real-time system is to install sensors onto the main traffic lane, drawing power
from the city’s infrastructure, and sensors adopt video trigger method to estimate the passing vehicle, and then transmit
the digital video signals back to analyze. When discovering vehicle appear in monitoring area, the system startup
vehicle flow rate detection module at once, once there is a car passing by, the arithmometer within the sensor automatic
increase and make sure accomplish processing of vehicle flow rate detection, queue length, vehicle waiting time at a
traffic lane, lane occupancy ratio, urban road information analysis and data retrieval in a short time.
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Sensors are located throughout the crossroads in a consistent way in every district of the city. Some sensor locations are
indicated as Figure 4-1. All of the observational sensing is built directly into the crossroads. Although the sensors are
ubiquitous, they become part of the interior infrastructure.
We make the following assumption. The area of potential field is S, and the deployment position of sensor nodes satisfy
uniform distribution model, as well as any two of the sensor nodes in the potential field does not locate in the same
position. Furthermore, the sensing direction in [0, 2∏]of sensor nodes satisfy the uniform distribution model. Without
regard to sensor nodes might be fall in edge area that leads to decrease the effective coverage (nodes that are
unoccluded and within potential field are detected; nodes that are occluded or outside the range are undetected), because
the monitoring area of each sensor nodes are aR2, therefore the probability of monitoring whole potential field for each
sensor node are αR2/ S. The initial probability p0 formula of potential field which is covered by N sensor nodes as
follows:
p0 = 1 – (1- aR2/ S) N
By the above formula, when the network coverage in the potential field reach at least p0 , the formula of deployment
scale of sensor nodes are
N ≧ ㏑(1- p0 )/(㏑(S- aR2) –㏑ S)
when network coverage are respectively p0 and p0 + △p, the deployment scale of sensor nodes are respectively ㏑(1p0 )/ τ, ㏑(1- (p0 + △p ))/ τ, where τ=㏑(S- aR2) –㏑ S. Therefore, the difference number of sensor nodes △N is

△N = ㏑((1- (p0 + △p )/ (1- p0)) / τ
If the area of potential field, radius of sensing coverage and sensing included angle are all fixed, τ is a constant. By this
time, when p0 are a certain number, △N increase along with the increase of △p; when ᇞp is a certain number, ᇞN
increase along with the increase of p0 , and the increasing rate become bigger. As a result, if increasing the coverage rate
ᇞp, we should deploy ᇞN sensor nodes(when p0 is a big value, which is greater than 80%, increasing ᇞp by 1% will
leadᇞN increase ten or even hundred times).
In wireless sensor network, each sensor nodes located in the main road constitute a self-organizing multi-hop ad hoc
mesh network infrastructure, terminal sensor nodes used for special traffic information acquisition and each neighboring
nodes together compose star network to communicate, and ultimate data converge toward gateway nodes. Gateway
nodes could be installed in the traffic signal controller as a module at crossroads, transmitting the collected data back to
monitoring center via proprietary network of signal controller for processing purpose.
Data acquisition could be either complicated (obtaining data from large systems) or very simple (reading from a text
file). In this particular case, data derived from sensors which contain various capacities, and it will update in an
extremely short period. A copy of the vehicle flow rate list can be found on the IMD website, as it contains information
of Madrid streets, it lists street statistics in alphabetical order, and measures data from each street. The listing is a freely
available file, one for each of the code, a tiny portion of which is shown below in Figure 4-2. (55)
4.2.2 Data analysis
Data analysis is a process of precise and detailed studying and summarizing data to achieve a desired result of abstract
useful information and come to a conclusion. Data analysis is directly bound up with data mining, but basically data
mining tends to concern larger data sets, with less emphasis on reasoning. In the field of statistics, data analysis is
divided into two basic forms of statistics, known as exploratory data analysis (or descriptive statistics) and confirmatory
data analysis. (56) Exploratory data analysis tends to discover new features from data, whereas confirmatory data
analysis emphasizes on existing hypothesis or falsification.
After acquiring data from monitoring center, we need to tag each part of the data with its intended use. For each line in
the data file, we divide it into separate parts; in this case, it must be confine to each tag character. Therefore, each
individual part of data will be converted into useful information format. The layout of each line of the vehicle flow rate
data as has shown in the Figure 4-3 below, which we need to understand each of the prominent quantitative
relationships and discover what we want.
With intent to handle in a conversion program later, we format each field as a data type:
Float. In computer programming, floating point numbers is representation of decimal fraction or more commonly,
binary point. It could be places anywhere relative to the significant digits of the number. Here, the streets are assigned
float data type, because the street name might be a large number of characters which requires tremendous memory
space. But if we assign unique number to different streets, the name will be short for floating point.
String. Considered as a kind of data type in computer programming, it always used for represents an ordered sequence
of characters. In this case, the scope is assigned string data type. Because the scope themselves are all composed of
characters without any numbers. If there is number 0 existed in the beginning of a specific field like 0ARGANZUELA, it
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would be stored as ARGANZUELA rather than 0ARGANZUELA.
Index. Index is an associated pointer that mapping data to a location in another table of data. An index points to the
associated table which could help you locate information faster than if there is no index. Here, the index maps
numbered codes to the specific districts. The numbered code might be two or three bits which requires less memory
space than the full name of the districts.
Integer. Integer data type is used to represent some finite subset of the mathematical integers. They are numbers
without a fractional or decimal points.
After formatting each field as an individual data type, the data are completely tagged. Therefore, it would be more
useful to manipulate or represent in some ways.
4.2.3 Data mining
Data mining, which is called knowledge discovery in database as well, is an extraordinary process that abstract effective,
novel, potential useful and understandable module from large amounts of data.(57) In brief, data mining offers potential
for extracting or mining knowledge from a great deal of data.
This step involves classification, estimation, prediction, affinity grouping or association rules, clustering and description.
In this case, we simplify the handling process. The program must calculate the average of vehicle float rate during a
specific time interval, such as per hour, per day or per week etc. Therefore, the data could be represented on a screen at
a proper scale. But in most cases, the whole procedure would be far more complicated rather than simplex operation.
4.2.4 Data modeling
Data modeling is a process to structure a data model so it can be used easily by databases. The modeling process is
shown as Figure 4-4. (58)
A physical data model is developed based on performance considerations for the application which is developed,
perhaps in the context of technical environment. The physical data model generally constitute of tables, columns keys
and triggers.
This step will determine the form of data representation. Some data sets are shown as line graphs, and some are
presented as tabular charts. Different data sets might be represented in different forms. Here, each crossroad has the
coverage and vehicle flow rate, so the codes can be mapped as a two-dimensional plot, with the average value for the
coverage and vehicle flow rate used for the overall scale in each dimension. In our model, data presentation includes
nodes where represent particular concepts or elements of the traffic condition.
This step makes me consider the forms of representation and making a most important decision in the project. It is
extremely significant because it will affect what data I acquire and what particular pieces I should abstract.
Here, the system is composed mainly of two individual components which are the front end and background processing.
Google maps APIs and AJAX together constitute the front end.
Google Maps API allows developers to integrate Google Maps into their websites with their own data points. It is
reasonably possible to embed the full Google maps into external sites via Google Maps API. The advantage of Google
maps is that it allows the maps to support as many detail levels as the satellite photography warrants. It allows us to
retrieve the route information between arbitrary points on the map. Furthermore, to convert the string based location
information of a sensor into estimated discrete latitude and longitude positions on the surface of the globe, it provides us
some build-in JavaScript to carry out geocoding, and ready-to-use mapping information will be offered by its servers
based on the search terms.
It allows users to interact with the layout by typing the specific name of the streets. In addition, users could make use of
the “zoom in “or “zoom out” feature so that draws them closer to each subsequent digit, displaying more details around
the area.
Based on the Google map, when we begin to visualize the data, we will probably have more in our project rather than
just a map. Adding a small number of interactions could help display more attractive. Using the mouse, which is a kind
of performance that interacts with the map, you might find yourself struggling to locate the pixel position of the various
map objects on the screen. (59)
We should also take into account where we need to trigger events. In this case, when users zoom in and finally mouse
clicks the specific crossroad, it will default display dense spot which the coverage depends on the value of the vehicle
flow rate. In addition, we should also run into situations of other mouse-related events, such as mouse drag which the
cursor did not touch the location, but we will indicate to the user the exact geographical position in means of
two-dimensional representation.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION
Integrate mapping and information have been a new trend in the computing development. It allows users to search the
information they expect, and display with high-quality pictures and written explanations, even those development
tendency and business model that traditional table and graphs cannot represent.
Due to large amounts of factors we should consider in the deployment of wireless sensor network, the real system might
be more complicated than what we expect, we will encounter lots of problems such as where we should deploy the
sensor nodes, what capacity the sensor should have, the cost and the energy of the sensor nodes, what data we acquire
from the database, how to improve the data analysis process, and the exact technology to represent the data, etc. Thus,
we should research further to extend the goals and themes explored in this dissertation.
Based on the current applications widely used in the world, the combination of these two research fields will make fresh
achievements in the coming future.
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Figure 2.2 The Smart Medical Home Research Laboratory
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Figure 4.2 Vehicle flow rate in the format provided by Department of Security and Mobility, Spain
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Figure 4.3 Structure of acquired data

Figure 4.4 The data modeling process
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